
Mimi’s Price List
Prices below are shown as an “average” of  alteration costs. A 
more accurate quote will be given when items/garments/fabrics 
have been reviewed and fitted.  There is a $10 minimum so bring 
as many items as you need to be mended. 
NOTE: No denim, canvas or heavy duty fabrics.
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PANTS - SLACKS - TROUSERS Starting at… DRESSES (FORMAL) Starting at...

Shorten or Lengthen hem (no cuffs) $15.00 Shorten length (no lining) $25.00

Shorten or Lengthen hem (with cuffs) $20.00 Shorten length (with lining) $35.00

Shorten or Lengthen hem (Blind Stitch Hem) $20.00 Shorten length with side split (add) $10.00

Hem with lining or wide legs $15.00 Bodice Work $30.00

Take in or let out waist $16.00 Take-in sides $25.00

New zipper (plus cost of zipper) $15.00 Take-in sides with, beads or zipper $35.00

Taper legs $20.00 Shorten straps $10.00

New elastic (waist band) $10.00 WEDDING GOWNS - shorten length $50.00

Take in both sides and inseam $15.00 WEDDING GOWNS - take-in sides $70.00

Bustle (regular) $30.00

JACKETS Starting at… Bustle (French) $50.00

Shorten or lengthen sleeve $35.00

Shorten length $40.00 UNIFORMS Starting at...

Take in side seams $25.00 Sew-on patches $3.00

New zipper (plus cost of zipper) $25.00 Shorten or lengthen uniform jacket, shirts or blouses (with lining) $25.00

Hem uniform pants (no lining) $15.00

SHIRTS AND BLOUSES Starting at… Hem uniform pants (with lining) $20.00

Shorten or lengthen sleeves $20.00 Take-in uniform Jacket or Blues, side seams (no lining) $20.00

Take in side seams (no lining) $15.00 Take-in uniform Jacket or Blues, side seams (with lining) $25.00

Shorten length (no lining) $15.00 New uniform zipper (plus cost of zipper) $15.00

Move or change uniform buttons $3.00

DRESSES OR SKIRTS (CASUAL) Starting at… Alterations and modifications to formal uniforms available. TBD

Take-in sides $15.00

Take-in sides (with zipper or lining) $30.00 MISC. ALTERATIONS Starting at...

Take-in waist $20.00 Add button and button hole $5.00

Shorten or lengthen hem (no lining) $20.00 Add snaps $3.00

New zipper (plus cost of zipper) $20.00 Shorten dress belts/sashes $7.00

Shorten Straps $10.00

HOME DECOR (Curtains, pillows, and custom items) Staring at...

Specialty item alterations available TBD
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